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TickerPlant, an associate firm of 63 Moons Technologies Limited, has 
entered into partnership with Google Cloud for the creation of the 
CryptoWire environment, which will serve to all cryptocurrency and 
blockchain market players on a single network. CryptoWire, as a 
worldwide marketplace-neutral platform, strives to demystify the 
virtual asset category, blockchain technology, and also its industrial 
uses, as well as to enable advocates and experts to make educated 
business choices by providing in-depth knowledge and cutting-edge 
information. 

-edge knowledge platforms, CryptoTV and 
Crypto University, will offer technology and knowledge-centered 
worldwide intervention in the cryptocurrency and blockchain 
ecosystems to pave way for seamless functions and consolidation of all 
apps, allowing users to make informed financial decisions and facilitate 
industry use of the blockchain technology. 

TickerPlant Managing Director and CEO Jigish Sonagara said the 
following regarding the cooperation with Google Cloud, 
speed with which the cryptocurrency and blockchain sectors have 
evolved plainly indicated that we required a technology provider 
that could assist us in scaling in real-time. Partnering with Google 
Cloud, we can give well-crafted data to individuals all over the 
globe with speed and precision in a continuously evolving 
circumstances, ensuring a viable way to resolve the knowledge 

 

performing data 
administration framework, and also capitalise its groundbreaking 
network connectivity for streaming video, content distribution, smart 
business handling, and opportunity consolidation. 



 framework 
to innovative startups such as TickerPlant as it expedites and steps-
up access to blockchain technology and cryptocurrency data with 
CryptoWire, and to aid them as they innovate and services to add 

 stated Google Cloud India Managing Director 
Bikram Bedi. 

Furthermore, the Mumbai-headquartered CryptoWire will investigate 

analytics, machine learning, and ai, in order to provide a better client 
experience. 

CryptoTV, and Crypto University has resulted in a unique multi-
faceted international development frontier to be completely 
leveraged by economies, enterprises, shareholders, new gen 
businessmen, and exper  stated TickerPlant COO Rushabh Shah. 

Notably, a few days before, CryptoWire, a worldwide cryptocurrency 
super app and a unique business division of TickerPlant, unveiled 

 IC15  to increase understanding 
of the cryptocurrency and blockchain environment. The IC15 is a rule-
based wider market index calculated using market capitalization and 
evaluates the performance of the 15 leading commonly traded liquid 
cryptos traded on the popular cryptocurrency exchanges. 

IC15 is made up of Bitcoin, Ethereum, XRP, Bitcoin Cash, Cardano, 
Litecoin, Binance Coin, Chainlink, Polkadot, Uniswap, Dogecoin, 
Solana, Terra, Avalanche, and Shiba Inu. TickerPlant, a worldwide 
financial content provider, debuted its own cryptocurrency super 
application in December. The app has been designed to be a single data 
source for cryptocurrency supporters to obtain real-time pricing, the 
news updates, statistics, and price trends. It also offers cryptocurrency-
related studies. The fantastic software is accessible on both Android 
and iOS smartphones, as well as on internet browser platform. 

Source : https://www.cointrust.com/market-news/google-cloud-
collaborates-with-cryptowire-to-build-blockchain-crypto-environs 

  


